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This book serves as a tool to help patients and their families deal rationally with the perplexing and often irrational world of health care. It covers the topics and addresses the challenges that experts in a variety of health care fields believe are the most vital to meeting the challenges of decision making when people feel most vulnerable. With contributions from leading health care specialists, *Surviving Health Care: A Manual for Patients and Their Families* examines a wide array of topics, including advance planning for health care, medical emergencies, genetic testing, pain management, and care of elders. It is a unique resource that aims above all to help patients reach their best health care decisions.
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Preface

Alice’s lament after falling down the rabbit hole captures what most of us feel when we are catapulted into the world of illness: “How queer everything is today! And yesterday things went on just as usual. I wonder if I’ve been changed in the night?” Suddenly, like Alice, you find yourself struggling in an alien environment, with an unfamiliar culture, where even the language is strange. How do you cope? How do you manage? How do you find your way? Like Alice, it’s natural to think, “It would be so nice if something made sense for a change.”

Making sense of and surviving the powerlessness produced by illness are what this book is about, and it had its beginning where all medical encounters start – with the patient. In this case, HK, a vibrant man in his fifties who had achieved every worldly success, in large part because of the power of his personality and his ability to tackle difficult problems and solve them in creative ways. When he began to notice a persistent pain in his shoulder and arm, he attributed it to strain from physical activity. However, it did not decrease, and when he met a colleague for lunch, he complained of having trouble climbing the steep steps outside the restaurant. Alarmed, his friend urged him to go directly to an emergency department, where it was immediately clear he was having a heart attack. That began what HK later described as a descent into chaos in which he felt powerless, frightened, and totally at the mercy of a system he did not understand. Several years after open heart surgery, bouts in intensive care, and rehabilitation, HK urged the writing of a guide for patients – present and future – to help them
navigate the unfamiliar world of health care and survive on their own terms and with their dignity intact.

There is a surfeit of self-help information on health: how to reach and maintain maximum health through diet, exercise, lifestyle regimens, and so forth. Such measures are all for the good, but what has been missing – and critically needed – is what HK wanted, a survival kit with tools to help patients and their families deal rationally with the perplexing and often irrational world of health care. Physicians tell us they find the health care system frustrating and even befuddling; it takes no imagination to discern how those of us outside the health care system feel! This manual is intended as a survival guide to help you find your way and regain control in a seemingly uncontrollable situation at a time when patients and families are at their most vulnerable.

All of us are united by our common desire to find useful information to meet inevitable health care challenges. However, it should be noted that when it comes to individual health care, one size does not fit all. Determining your own health care decisions must remain, as it should, an essential part of your relationship with your physician. Instead, what you will find here are practical suggestions to guide you through the Terra Incognita created by illness. Rather than solutions, the goal here is to afford you the kind of information and perspectives a variety of health care experts believe are your best navigational tools for reaching the best possible decisions for yourself and your family.

Because of the wide range of issues that need to be covered, as well as the breadth of information required to address them, my task as editor was to get contributors who are experts in the most challenging issues patients have to face. This volume includes chapters written by individuals not only from my own discipline (philosophy), but also from medicine, bioethics, public policy, psychology, and the law. These writers give you their personal perspectives and engage you directly and informally, as they might a friend or family member. They discuss aspects of health care planning and management both in and out of institutional settings. Their goal is to provide the resources and fill in the gaps. By knowing what to expect, how to access the environment, and what options are available, you will be better able to combat the fears and feelings of impotence and inadequacy that threaten clear decision making at the very time you need to be most effective.

You will find that just as medicine is said to be an art, there also is an art to being a patient. That means there is a time to push forward
to ensure you get the answers and information you need, but there also is a time to put yourself in the hands of others. The art of being a patient comes in knowing when the moment is right for each. The following chapters serve as a compass to guide you in determining that balance for yourself and your family.